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Abstract
The Possible Word Constraint limits the number of lexical candidates considered
in speech recognition by stipulating that input should be parsed into a string of lexically viable chunks. For instance, an isolated single consonant is not a feasible word
candidate. Any segmentation containing such a chunk is disfavored. Five experiments using the head-turn preference procedure investigated whether, like adults,
12-month-olds observe this constraint in word recognition. In Experiments 1 and
2, infants were familiarized with target words (e.g., rush), then tested on lists of nonsense items containing these words in ‘‘possible’’ (e.g., ‘‘niprush’’ [nip + rush]) or
‘‘impossible’’ positions (e.g., ‘‘prush’’ [p + rush]). The infants listened signiﬁcantly
longer to targets in ‘‘possible’’ versus ‘‘impossible’’ contexts when targets occurred
at the end of nonsense items (rush in ‘‘prush’’), but not when they occurred at the
beginning (tan in ‘‘tance’’). In Experiments 3 and 4, 12-month-olds were similarly familiarized with target words, but test items were real words in sentential contexts
(win in ‘‘wind’’ versus ‘‘window’’). The infants listened signiﬁcantly longer to words
in the ‘‘possible’’ condition regardless of target location. Experiment 5 with targets at
the beginning of isolated real words (e.g., win in ‘‘wind’’) replicated Experiment 2 in
showing no evidence of viability eﬀects in beginning position. Taken together, the
ﬁndings suggest that, in situations in which 12-month-olds are required to rely on
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their word segmentation abilities, they give evidence of observing lexical viability
constraints in the way that they parse ﬂuent speech.
Ó 2003 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The ease with which speech is understood tempts us to view word recognition as a relatively simple task: compare sound patterns of individual
words against the set of form representations stored in the lexicon until
an exact match is obtained, whereupon access to meaning results. However,
the continuous nature of ﬂuent speech poses potentially serious problems
for identifying words in the acoustic signal. Fluent speech contains no analogue of the little white spaces between written words in text (Cole & Jakimik, 1980; Lehiste, 1972). Instead, the production of each spoken word
blends into the next, obscuring the boundary where one word ends and another begins. The lack of clear pauses between words is most obvious when
we hear speech in an unfamiliar language. Speakers sound as if they are talking very rapidly, running one word into the next. Yet speakers of other languages typically speak no faster than we do. Rather, the diﬃculty in parsing
words from the unfamiliar language stems from the fact that the cues that
we use to locate word boundaries in our native language are not necessarily
the same as those which are the most reliable for segmenting words in other
languages.
The fact that word boundary cues often diﬀer from language to language
raises some interesting issues with respect to how word segmentation abilities develop. Infants face essentially the same problems with utterances in
their native language as do adult listeners with foreign language utterances—that is, they must discover the types of cues that mark word boundaries. Although it has sometimes been suggested that infants might
circumvent the word segmentation problem by learning words in isolation,
and then using their knowledge of particular words to recognize them and
extract new words from longer utterances containing these words (e.g.,
Bloomﬁeld, 1933; Brent & Cartwright, 1996; Pinker, 1984; Suomi, 1993),
current evidence argues against this type of account. First, studies have indicated that input addressed to young language learners predominantly consists of multiword utterances (van de Weijer, 1998; Woodward & Aslin,
1990). Second, there is considerable evidence that infants begin to segment
words from ﬂuent speech as early as 7.5 months of age. For instance, Jusczyk and Aslin (1995) found that infants at this age who were familiarized
with a pair of passages containing the target words cup and dog subsequently listened signiﬁcantly longer to isolated productions of these words
than to another pair, suggesting that they had segmented the target words
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from the passages. Moreover, infantsÕ ability to segment target words did
not depend upon their prior knowledge of those words. In addition, infantsÕ
word segmentation abilities at this age allow them to extract not only monosyllabic words (Jusczyk & Aslin, 1995), but also bisyllabic (Jusczyk, Houston, & Newsome, 1999b), and even trisyllabic words (Santelman, Houston,
& Jusczyk, 1997). Finally, 7.5-month-olds even display some ability to segment words under noisy conditions, such as when interference from a competing voice is present (Newman & Jusczyk, 1996).
Where then do these abilities come from? How do young infants begin to
segment words from ﬂuent speech? Certainly it appears that, during the second half of their ﬁrst year, infants amass relevant knowledge about the
sound organization of their native language. For example, between 6 and
9 months, infants develop sensitivity to prosodic and phonotactic characteristics of words in their native language. Thus although English-learning
6-month-olds do not display clear listening preferences for words with the
predominant stress pattern of their native language (i.e., an initial strong syllable followed by one or more weak syllables), 9-month-olds favor words
with the predominant stress pattern (Jusczyk, Cutler, & Redanz, 1993a).
Similarly, at 6 months, English-learners are as content to listen to words
consisting of sequences of phonetic segments which are impermissible within
words of the native language as to words containing permissible sequences.
However, by 9 months, not only do English-learners favor the words with
the permissible sequences (Jusczyk, Friederici, Wessels, Svenkerud, & Jusczyk, 1993b), but they also favor those with frequently occurring phonotactic patterns over those with less frequent (but still permissible) patterns
(Jusczyk, Luce, & Charles-Luce, 1994).
This knowledge is relevant for speech segmentation, because both sorts of
information, prosody and phonotactics, have been proposed as potential
word segmentation cues. Cutler and Carter (1987) noted the preponderance
in English conversational speech of content words beginning with strong syllables. Subsequently, Cutler and Norris (1988) proposed the Metrical Segmentation Strategy (MSS), the notion that English listeners might use
their knowledge of the predominant stress pattern of words as a ﬁrst pass
at locating the potential onsets of words in ﬂuent speech. Considerable empirical evidence supports the view that, in languages such as English and
Dutch (which has the same predominant word-stress pattern), listeners indeed follow the MSS in word segmentation (Cutler & Butterﬁeld, 1992; Cutler & Norris, 1988; McQueen, Norris, & Cutler, 1994; Vroomen & de
Gelder, 1995). Similarly, knowledge of native language phonotactic patterns
has been suggested as another source of information about potential word
boundaries in ﬂuent speech (Brent & Cartwright, 1996; Cairns, Shillcock,
Chater, & Levy, 1997; van der Lugt, 2001; McQueen, 1998; Vitevitch &
Luce, 1998, 1999). For example, certain phonotactic patterns occur much
more frequently between words than within the words of a language. Thus,
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the appearance of such patterns in utterances signals the likely location of
word boundaries. Once again, there is empirical evidence that adult listeners
take advantage of such phonotactic patterns in segmenting and recognizing
words (McQueen, 1998; Vitevitch & Luce, 1999). Finally, another source of
information in the acoustic signal that potentially cues word boundaries resides in the positioning of certain allophones (Bolinger & Gerstman, 1957;
Church, 1987; Hockett, 1955, Lehiste, 1960). Allophones of a given phoneme are often restricted with respect to their position within words. Thus,
the aspirated allophone [th ] of the English phoneme /t/ occurs at the beginning of stressed syllables, whereas the unaspirated allophone [t] is found in
word-ﬁnal position. Church (1987) has suggested that listeners might use
information about the presence of such context-speciﬁc allophones in
segmenting words from ﬂuent speech.
Infants, too, appear to draw on all these potential sources of information
when they begin segmenting words. Jusczyk et al. (1999b) investigated
whether the preference that English-learners display for words with the predominant stress pattern might play a role in their segmentation of words in
ﬂuent speech. They familiarized 7.5-month-olds with words with strong/
weak stress such as kingdom and doctor, or words with weak/strong stress
such as beret and guitar. The infants were able to segment the strong/weak
words correctly, but not the weak/strong words. In fact, consistent with
what would be predicted if they were observing the MSS, the infants tended
to mis-segment the weak/strong words at the onset of the strong syllable.
Hence, they tended to segment tar from a ﬂuent speech context that contained guitar. The tendency for English-learners to rely on the locus of
strong syllables in word segmentation remains strong at 9 months (Echols,
Crowhurst, & Childers, 1997; Morgan, 1996), so much so that they apply
this strategy to segmenting words in an unfamiliar foreign language, Dutch
(Houston, Jusczyk, Kuijpers, Coolen, & Cutler, 2000).
However, at this age they also appear to use phonotactic cues in segmenting words (Mattys & Jusczyk, 2001; Mattys, Jusczyk, Luce, & Morgan,
1999). In particular, 9-month-olds are better able to segment words from
contexts that provide good phonotactic cues (Mattys & Jusczyk, 2001).
Moreover, although English-learning 9-month-olds do not use allophonic
cues to segment items such as nitrates and night rates from ﬂuent speech
contexts, English-learning 10.5-month-olds do (Jusczyk, Hohne, & Bauman,
1999a). Interestingly, at the latter age, when infants display sensitivity to
both allophonic and phonotactic cues to word boundaries, they also show
some ability to segment weak/strong words from ﬂuent speech (Jusczyk
et al., 1999b; Myers et al., 1996).
Therefore, the evidence suggests that infantsÕ abilities to use diﬀerent
types of word segmentation cues that are available in the acoustic signal develop considerably between 7.5 and 10.5 months of age. Moreover, it is
worth noting that these word segmentation abilities are developing well
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before the point when infants have begun to link many sound patterns and
their meanings in a lexicon. In fact, by 9 months, infants retain information
about the sound patterns of frequently presented words in long-term memory for at least two weeks, even when no eﬀort is made to teach them the
meanings of these words (Jusczyk & Hohne, 1997). Thus, infants may not
have to link the sound patterns of words with any particular meanings to begin storing the sound patterns in memory on their way to forming a lexicon.
Understanding how infantsÕ early abilities for segmenting words develop
into those of ﬂuent speakers of a language requires the resolution of many
issues. One of these has to do with how infants achieve a successful integration of the available sources of information that they have about potential
word boundaries in ﬂuent speech. Deciding on a likely location of a word
boundary might not pose any special diﬃculty, if all available cues point
to the same locus. However, the types of acoustic cues considered here—
prosodic stress, phonotactics, and context-sensitive allophones—are probabilistic cues. None is completely suﬃcient for accurately segmenting the input. Hence, there will be many occasions in which the potential cues may
conﬂict. For example, imagine infants hear the phrase half tortoise. Phonotactically, [ft] is common within words in English. However, [t] in tortoise
will most likely be aspirated, and tortoise begins with a strong syllable.
How do infants decide which cue is correct in such a situation? Some evidence suggests that, soon after English-learners begin to segment words,
when prosodic stress cues conﬂict with other types of word boundary cues,
infants tend to rely more heavily on the prosodic stress cues (Johnson & Jusczyk, 2001; Mattys et al., 1999). However, as noted above, by 10.5 months,
English-learners do segment weak/strong words, suggesting that other types
of cues can outweigh prosodic stress cues in some circumstances.
In models of adult word recognition, the issue of how listeners choose the
appropriate segmentation of the input is resolved by assuming that two fundamental processes are involved: activation and competition (e.g., Luce &
Pisoni, 1998; Marslen-Wilson, 1989; McClelland & Elman, 1986; Norris,
1994). The acoustic input activates some set of lexical candidates in memory.1 Some models suggest that lexical candidates are activated only by certain portions of the signal, such as word beginnings (Marslen-Wilson, 1987,
1989). Yet, in English, words are often buried within other words, such as
grass in grasp or each in speech (McQueen, Cutler, Briscoe, & Norris,
1995). In addition, spurious word forms that span existing word boundaries
(such as speech in grasp each) may correspond to lexical items and lead to
their activation in the candidate set (Gow & Gordon, 1995; Shillcock,
1
Many of the details of the activation and competition process are still much debated,
especially whether activation proceeds entirely in a bottom-up manner, based on information in
the acoustic input or whether top-down (syntactic and semantic) information also is involved in
activation (e.g., see Norris, McQueen, & Cutler, 2000, and in accompanying responses).
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1990; Tabossi, Burani, & Scott, 1995; Vroomen & de Gelder, 1997). Consequently, other models have assumed that lexical candidates can be activated
at any point in the speech stream (Luce, Goldinger, Auer, & Vitevitch, 2000;
McClelland & Elman, 1986; Norris, 1994). Indeed, many words are apparently not properly identiﬁed until after their acoustic oﬀset (Allopena, Magnuson, & Tanenhaus, 1998; Goldinger, Luce, & Pisoni, 1989; Luce et al.,
2000). In any case, the competition among the activated candidates winnows
the set to the word that is ultimately extracted and recognized.
Competition alone might often be suﬃcient to parse speech input successfully, assuming that all the words in the input were indeed in the listenerÕs
lexicon. But this assumption cannot be made for infant listeners; infantsÕ lexicons consist at best of only a few words. Moreover, even adult listeners may
be faced with input which includes items for which they have no lexical representation. Further research on adult word recognition has attempted to
account for how everyday listeners successfully deal with unknown lexical
items and rule out implausible segmentations of utterances containing such
items. Norris, McQueen, Cutler, and Butterﬁeld (1997) proposed that online segmentation and recognition of words is guided by a bias against considering any segmentation that leaves a single consonant as a residue.
Norris et al. initially proposed the constraint to account for the observation that listeners ﬁnd it hard to detect words embedded in certain contexts.
In a series of speeded word spotting experiments, Norris et al. found that
adults more easily detected words such as apple in ‘‘vuﬀapple’’ than in ‘‘fapple’’ and sea in ‘‘seashub’’ than in ‘‘seash.’’ That is, the residual context determined whether the embedded word could be detected; if the residual
context was a syllable, detection was easier than if the residual context
was a single consonant. Norris et al. based a far-reaching claim on this ﬁnding. Syllables, they argued, have a special status in speech segmentation—not
because they constitute an obligatory level of prelexical representation (indeed, there is evidence from a number of languages that this is not the case),
but because they can be potentially words. Single consonants, on the other
hand, cannot be words, in any language. They proposed, therefore, that
their ﬁnding was evidence of a basic constraint in speech segmentation,
which operates to rule out spurious word candidates activated by the input.
Speciﬁcally, any word which would leave a residue of the input consisting
only of consonants should not be accepted, because there would be no point
looking such a residue up in the lexicon to see if it were a word—it never
could be. Thus although the input speech might activate each, the latter
would strand the residue sp, consisting only of consonants and hence not
a possible word. Therefore, the candidacy of each should be discouraged.
Norris et al. termed this constraint the Possible Word Constraint (PWC).
Norris et al. pointed out that the constraint clearly operates without reference to what actually is in the lexicon—vuﬀ and shub, the residual contexts
in ‘‘vuﬀapple’’ and ‘‘seashub’’ are no more English words than f and sh are.
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Their only advantage is to be hypothetically possible words. Norris et al.
also demonstrated that their results were not due to acoustic syllable boundary cues, because cross-spliced materials produced the same pattern of
responding. Subsequent experiments established that it is not even important whether the residue be a possible stand-alone word in the vocabulary
in question. Thus Cutler, Demuth, and McQueen (2002) showed that speakers of Sesotho spot words which leave a single syllable residue (which can
not be a possible stand-alone word in Sesotho) just as easily as they spot
words which leave a bisyllabic residue (a possible Sesotho word). And Norris, McQueen, Cutler, Butterﬁeld, and Kearns (2001) showed that English
listeners detect words which leave residual open syllables with short lax vowels (e.g., ve with the vowel of vex, not a possible English word) just as easily
as words leaving a syllabic residue which could indeed be an English word
(e.g., voo). These experiments together suggest that the constraint is universal in form and hence requires no acquaintance with a language-speciﬁc vocabulary to enable its operation.
Any constraint which does not depend on availability of a vocabulary
could be, clearly, of great use to infants struggling to build an initial vocabulary from continuous-speech input. Cutler et al. (2002) indeed speculated
that a universal PWC might be motivated by just such an initial use. If
the form of the PWC is simply: reject parses containing any chunk without
a vowel (which in turn is eﬀectively a portion of speech with steady-state periodicity), then the constraint may be implemented in a relatively primitive
manner. Interestingly, the PWC is similar to a proposal made by Brent and
Cartwright (1996) to improve performance of their computational model of
vocabulary acquisition with a corpus of child-directed speech. By rejecting
all parses that posited words without vowels, vocabulary acquisition by
the model was greatly improved.
In the present study, therefore, we explore whether speech segmentation
by 12-month-old English-learners indeed gives evidence of being constrained
by the PWC.

2. Experiment 1
If infants observe the PWC, they should have more diﬃculty spotting
words in impossible contexts (contexts that leave a single consonant unaccounted for) than possible contexts (contexts that leave a syllable). To test
this, we devised a procedure that was intended to parallel, as much as possible, the one used by Norris et al. with adults. Of course, we could not simply instruct infants to indicate whenever they detected a word inside a longer
item. However, we could test the infantsÕ abilities to detect familiar targets
located inside longer items, using a version of the two-stage familiarization
and test procedure used by Jusczyk and Aslin (1995) and in the subsequent
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studies described above. We familiarized infants with two monosyllabic
words such as lop and rush, and then tested them on four lists of words.
Two word lists contained one of the familiarized words inside some longer
items, plus a number of ﬁller items. Similarly, the other two lists each had a
novel word inside longer items and a number of ﬁller items. Half of the infants were tested on lists in which segmenting the target from its context left
a residue that could not stand as a possible word (lop from ‘‘plop’’). The remaining infants were tested on lists in which segmenting the target from its
context left residues that could stand as possible words (lop from ‘‘meplop’’). If 12-month-oldsÕ speech segmentation is constrained by PWC, then
they should listen signiﬁcantly longer to test lists in which segmenting the
familiarized target from its container left a possible, as opposed to impossible, word as a residue.
2.1. Method
2.1.1. Participants
Thirty-two infants (14 boys, 18 girls) were recruited from monolingual,
English-speaking homes in the Baltimore, MD region. The infants were approximately 12 months old, with a mean age of 364 days (range ¼ 350–387
days). The data from ﬁve additional infants were not included for the following reasons: crying (2), parental interference (2), or average looking
times less than 3 s during the test phase (1). The parents of all participants
gave informed consent.
2.1.2. Stimuli
The familiarization items consisted of four lists (mean length ¼ 16.62 s;
range ¼ 16.03–16.94 s). Each list contained 15 repetitions of a single monosyllabic word: lop, rush, rack, or win. Each of the 8 test lists contained 15
items: 6 containers and 9 ﬁllers (see Appendix A). Containers were items
with target words within them (i.e., rush in ‘‘prush’’). Containers never occurred in immediate succession in the lists. Half of the test lists included containers with familiarization words in ‘‘impossible’’ positions (i.e., rush in
‘‘prush’’); the other half included containers with familiarization items in
‘‘possible’’ positions (i.e., rush in ‘‘niprush’’). The latter were pronounced
with trochaic stress. The mean length of the test lists containing items in
‘‘impossible’’ positions was 16.05 s (range ¼ 16.0–16.11). The mean length
of test lists containing items in ‘‘possible’’ positions was 21.35 s
(range ¼ 21.16–21.53). All stimuli were produced in an infant-directed manner by a female talker from New York City.
2.1.3. Design
Infants were randomly assigned to one of two familiarization conditions.
Half of the infants were familiarized with lop and rush while the other half
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were familiarized with rack and win. During the test phase, for each pair of
familiarization words, half of the infants heard four test lists containing
‘‘impossible’’ targets and half heard four test lists containing ‘‘possible’’ targets. Each test list included containers with one of the target words—lop,
rush, rack, and win—embedded within longer words.
2.1.4. Apparatus
The experiment was conducted in a three-sided test booth constructed
out of white pegboard panels. The back of the center panel was lined with
white cardboard to prevent infants from noticing the experimenterÕs movements behind the booth. A small section of the center panel was left unlined
to allow for the monitoring of infantsÕ headturns. The test booth had a red
light and a loudspeaker mounted at eye level on each of the side panels, and
a green light mounted on the center panel in front of the infant. Directly below the center light, a 5-cm hole accommodated the lens of a video camera
used to record each test session. A computer terminal and a response box
were located behind the center panel, out of view of the infant. The response
box, connected to a Macintosh computer, was equipped with a series of buttons that started and stopped the ﬂashing center and side lights, recorded
the direction and duration of head turns, and terminated a trial when the
infant looked away for more than 2 s. Data regarding the direction and duration of head turns for each trial were stored in a computer data ﬁle. Computer software was responsible for the selection and randomization of the
stimuli and for the termination of the test trials. The computer calculated
the average listening times for the test items at the completion of each testing
session.
All stimuli were recorded in a sound attenuated room using Kay ElemetricÕs Computerized Speech Lab (CSL). The recordings were made with a
Shure microphone and sampled at a rate 20 kHz via a 16-bit analog-todigital converter. Digitized versions of the readings were transferred to a
Macintosh Quadra 650 for playback during the experiment. The computer
controlled the presentation of the soundﬁles during the experiment. The audio output was generated from the digitized waveforms of the samples. A
16-bit D/A converter was used to recreate the audio signal. The output
was fed through anti-aliasing ﬁlters and a Kenwood audio ampliﬁer (KA
57) to the two 7-in. Cambridge Soundworks loudspeakers mounted on the
side walls of the test booth.
2.1.5. Procedure
Each infant was tested individually while seated in a caregiverÕs lap. Both
the caregiver and experimenter listened to masking music over Peltor Aviation headphones (model 7050) so that they could not hear the stimuli presented to the infant. The masker consisted of loud instrumental music,
which had been recorded with few silent periods. At the beginning of the
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familiarization phase, the green light on the front panel of the testing booth
began to ﬂash. Once the infant oriented toward the center light, the center
light was extinguished and the red light above the loudspeaker on one of
the side panels began to ﬂash. When the infant turned at least 30° in the direction of the light, one of the two familiarization lists began to play and
continued until either the entire 15-item list had been played or the infant
failed to maintain the 30° headturn for 2 consecutive seconds. If the infant
turned away from the target by 30° in any direction for less than 2 s and
turned back again, the time spent looking away was not included in the orientation time. Thus, the maximum orientation time for a given trial was the
duration of the entire speech sample. The red light ﬂashed for the duration
of the trial.
In the familiarization phase, two lists (lop and rush or rack and win) were
presented in alternating order until the infants had accrued at least least 30 s
looking time towards each list. Immediately following familiarization, 12
test trials were presented (3 trials for each of the four test lists, blocked
and presented in random order). Each test trial started with the green center
light ﬂashing, and the coordination between the lights and audio ﬁles was
the same as during the familiarization period. Lists with containers including the familiar targets were presented during half of the trials, lists with
containers including unfamiliar words were presented during the other half.
The side from which the stimuli were played varied randomly from trial to
trial, with the stipulation that no more than three trials in a row could be on
the same side. The observer was not informed as to the familiarization condition to which the infant was assigned. Because both the observer and the
infantÕs caregiver wore earplugs and listened to masking music over tightﬁtting closed headphones, they were unaware of the ordering of the test
samples.
2.2. Results and discussion
Mean orientation times to the two types of test lists, Familiar (with containers that included the targets from familiarization) and Unfamiliar (with
containers that included novel words) were calculated for infants in both the
Possible and Impossible conditions and are displayed in Fig. 1. In the Impossible condition, 8 of 16 participants had longer orientations towards
the targets containing familiar items. In the Possible condition, 13 of 16 participants had longer orientations toward the targets containing familiar
items. A mixed-design 2 (context: Possible versus Impossible)  2 (Test
items: Familiar versus Unfamiliar) ANOVA was conducted, which revealed
no signiﬁcant main eﬀect of Context Possibility, F < 1. However, there was
a signiﬁcant main eﬀect of Familiarity, F ð1; 30Þ ¼ 4:18, p < :05. In addition,
there was a signiﬁcant interaction between Context Possibility and Familiarity, F ð1; 30Þ ¼ 8:24, p < :01. This interaction was further explored in t tests,
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Fig. 1. Mean listening times of infants in Experiment 1 to the test lists with familiar and unfamiliar target words embedded at the end of longer nonsense words. The nonsense words were
bisyllables for the Possible context and monosyllables for the Impossible context.

which revealed a signiﬁcant Familiarity eﬀect in the Possible condition
(t½15 ¼ 3:11, p < :01), but no signiﬁcant diﬀerence in the Impossible condition (t < 1).
These ﬁndings suggest that 12-month-olds, like adults, ﬁnd it easier to
spot words within longer words if doing so does not strand a single consonant as residue. In short, 12-month-olds appear to exploit the PWC in
speech segmentation.
It is interesting to compare infantsÕ behavior here and in previous studies
in which infants also had to match a familiarized target to a part of a larger
word. Thus Jusczyk et al. (1999b) found that English-learning 7.5-montholds who were familiarized with a strong syllable, such as tar, subsequently
listened signiﬁcantly longer to a passage with a weak/strong word containing the same syllable (i.e., guitar). However, infants at the same age did not
show the same pattern of results when familiarized with a strong syllable,
such as king, and tested on passages containing a strong/weak word containing the same strong syllable (i.e., kingdom). Jusczyk et al. (1999b) attributed
this diﬀerence to the fact that in the strong/weak word, but not in the weak/
strong word, the strong syllable always co-occurs with the same following
syllable.2 In fact, they demonstrated that when a weak/strong word was always followed by the same weak syllable (e.g., guitar is), infants no longer
matched the familiarized strong syllable to the word in the passage. Jusczyk
et al. (1999a) likewise found that 9-month-olds familiarized with night did
2

The fact that in the weak/strong word, the strong syllable always co-occurs with the same
preceding weak syllable is countered by infantsÕ tendency to segment at the onsets of strong
syllables at this age.
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not match it to a passage in which night was always followed by rates, but
did match it to a passage in which night was followed by six diﬀerent words
(e.g., game, school, gown, etc.). The fact that infants in Experiment 1 did ﬁnd
a match to the targets in the longer container words is similar, because the
containers diﬀered from each other in every instance. The only portion that
remained the same was the section that matched the target.
However, an asymmetry between target words embedded ﬁnally versus
initially in their containers cannot be ruled out in the present study. Although Norris et al. (1997) found that adult segmentation was constrained
by the PWC regardless of whether target words occurred at the end of the
longer nonsense item (apple in ‘‘fapple’’ or ‘‘vuﬀapple’’) or at the beginning
(sea in ‘‘seash’’ or ‘‘seashub’’), the response time advantage of possible over
impossible contexts which they observed was largest for words in ﬁnal position, with the context preceding the word. Studies of adult listening with
other techniques have also shown greater inhibition of activation for ﬁnalembedded words preceded by impossible contexts than for initial-embedded
words followed by impossible contexts (Vroomen & de Gelder, 1997). The
computational simulations with the Shortlist model (Norris, 1994) presented
by Norris et al. supported the empirical results, in that they too showed a
stronger eﬀect for words in ﬁnal position. This is because initially embedded
words have an opportunity to reach high levels of activation before the
PWC is triggered by the following context. In the case of ﬁnally embedded
words, in contrast, the PWC comes into play at the very beginning of the
word, thus preventing the embedded word from ever becoming highly activated.
Activation of ﬁnally embedded words is also subject to competition from
rival words which begin with the same onset sequence as the container (e.g.,
the initial portion of ‘‘fapple’’ would activate words beginning fa- - fat, fashion, etc., which would compete with the embedded word apple). Competition
will, therefore, also act to prevent ﬁnally embedded words from reaching a
high level of activation. Words at the beginning of the container, in contrast,
have time to reach high levels of activation before any inhibition takes eﬀect
as a result of competition from candidates supported by the later-occurring
context. Thus both the timing of the PWCÕs operation, and eﬀects of competition, conspire to make initially embedded words easier to spot than ﬁnally embedded words.
Inter-word competition eﬀects in infant listening will of course be trivial
in comparison to those occurring in listening by adults with a fully stocked
vocabulary. However, word form activation itself is undeniably aﬀected by
the simple fact that an initially embedded word is presented to the listener in
its entirety before potentially inhibiting context arrives. Thus it is not necessarily the case that the pattern of results for initially embedded words can be
predicted from that for ﬁnally embedded words. In our next experiment, we
assess whether the PWC eﬀect observed in Experiment 1 can also be ob-
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served with words occurring at the beginning of their nonsense item containers, i.e., where the word itself precedes rather than follows the residual
context.

3. Experiment 2
This experiment primarily diﬀers from Experiment 1 in the location of the
targets relative to the container items. The familiarized targets were here located at the beginning of the container (dull in ‘‘dulp’’ or ‘‘dullpick’’) rather
than at the end (lop in ‘‘plop’’ or ‘‘meplop’’ in Experiment 1). If 12-montholds observe the PWC regardless of target location, then as in Experiment 1
they should listen signiﬁcantly longer to test lists containing the familiarized
targets in possible as opposed to impossible contexts.
3.1. Method
3.1.1. Participants
Thirty-two infants (12 boys, 20 girls) were recruited from monolingual,
English-speaking homes in the Baltimore, MD region. The infants were approximately 12 months old, with a mean age of 365 days (range ¼ 351–380
days). The data from nine additional infants were not included for the following reasons: crying (5), parental interference (2), or average looking
times less than 3 s during the test phase (2). The parents of all participants
gave informed consent.
3.1.2. Stimuli
The familiarization items consisted of four lists (mean length ¼ 16.46 s;
range ¼ 16.03–16.92 s). Each list contained 15 repetitions of a single monosyllabic word: dull, ﬁll, moss, or tan. It was necessary to change the target
words from those in the previous experiment to create appropriate containers with phonetic sequences that are phonotactically permissible in English.
As in Experiment 1, each of the 8 test lists contained 15 items: 6 containers
and 9 ﬁllers (see Appendix A). Containers were items with familiar target
words within them (i.e., dull in ‘‘dullp’’). Containers never occurred in immediate succession on the test lists. Once again, half of the test lists included
containers with targets in ‘‘impossible’’ positions (i.e., dull in ‘‘dullp’’), the
other half had containers with targets in ‘‘possible’’ positions (i.e., dull in
‘‘dullpick’’). Again, the bisyllabic items were pronounced with trochaic
stress. The mean length of the test lists with targets in ‘‘impossible’’ positions was 15.92 s (range ¼ 15.68–16.26). The mean length of test lists with
targets in ‘‘possible’’ positions was 21.33 s (range ¼ 21.17–21.44). All stimuli
were produced in an infant-directed manner by the same female from New
York City who had recorded the stimuli for Experiment 1.
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3.1.3. Design
Infants were randomly assigned to one of two familiarization conditions.
Half of the infants were familiarized with dull and ﬁll, whereas the remaining
infants were familiarized with tan and moss. During the test phase, for each
pair of familiarization words, half of the infants heard four test lists with
‘‘impossible’’ targets, whereas the other half heard four test lists with ‘‘possible’’ targets. Each test list included one of the target words—dull, ﬁll, moss,
and tan—embedded within longer words.
3.1.4. Procedure, apparatus
The procedure and apparatus were identical to those in Experiment 1.
3.2. Results and discussion
Mean orientation times to the two types of test lists (familiar and unfamiliar) in the Possible and Impossible conditions are shown in Fig. 2. In
the Impossible condition, 12 out of 16 participants had longer orientations
towards the targets containing familiar items. In the Possible condition, 8
out of 16 participants had longer orientations towards the targets containing
familiar items. An ANOVA was conducted as in Experiment 1; it revealed
no signiﬁcant main eﬀect of Context Possibility, F < 1. As in Experiment
1, there was a signiﬁcant main eﬀect of Familiarity, F ð1; 30Þ ¼ 4:3,
p < :05. However, there was this time no signiﬁcant interaction between
Context Possibility and Familiarity, F ð1; 30Þ ¼ 3:0, p > :05. Despite the insigniﬁcance of this interaction, we conducted t tests separately for the two
context conditions. There was no eﬀect of Familiarity for the Possible items

Fig. 2. Mean listening times of infants in Experiment 2 to the test lists with familiar and unfamiliar target words embedded at the beginning of longer nonsense words. The nonsense words
were bisyllables for the Possible context and monosyllables for the Impossible context.
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(t < 1), but there was, directly counter to our predictions, a signiﬁcant eﬀect
for the Impossible condition (t½15 ¼ 2:36, p < :05).
These results provide no evidence that infants, like adults, observe the
PWC regardless of where the impossible residue is located. In fact, infants
here seemed to ﬁnd the targets more easily when they were located within
the impossible than the possible containers. This is exactly the reverse of
what would be expected if infants were making use of the PWC.
As we pointed out above, words preceded by a silent pause may be highly
activated before subsequent context arrives. The following context might
then no longer exercise any eﬀect on recognition. This does not itself explain
why the predicted eﬀect actually reversed in this experiment; but note that
other research has suggested that infants are particularly sensitive to sound
similarities at the beginnings of words (Goodman & Jusczyk, 2000; Jusczyk,
Goodman, & Bauman, 1999). If infantsÕ attention is focused on the beginnings of words, then they may simply ignore the ﬁnal ‘‘p’’ in an item such
as ‘‘dullp’’ (whereas a following syllable is harder to ignore, making the Possible context actually a more challenging container). We will return to this
issue in Section 7. In Experiments 3 and 4, we explored the two types of embedding (ﬁnal, initial) further, but rather than testing infants on word lists
containing nonsense items, we used continuous passages containing real
words. These experiments thus oﬀer a closer approximation to a natural listening situation.

4. Experiment 3
This experiment is identical to Experiment 1 in all but two respects. First,
the targets are real words buried in contexts that also form real words (rest
in ‘‘crest’’ or ‘‘unrest’’). Second, the test items are embedded in passages
rather than word lists. If 12-month-olds can use the PWC for online segmentation of ﬂuent speech, then as in Experiment 1, infants should listen significantly longer to test passages containing the targets when their
segmentation from the containers leaves residues that are possible, as opposed to impossible, words.
4.1. Method
4.1.1. Participants
Forty infants (20 males, 20 females) were recruited from monolingual,
English-speaking homes in the Baltimore, MD region. The infants were approximately 12 months old, with a mean age of 366 days (range ¼ 353–383
days). The data from three additional infants were not included for the following reasons: crying (2) or average looking times less than 3 s during the
test phase (1). The parents of all participants gave informed consent.
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4.1.2. Stimuli
The familiarization items consisted of four lists (mean length ¼ 16.22 s;
range ¼ 16.05–16.48 s). Each list contained 15 repetitions of a single monosyllabic word: lay, rise, low, or rest. In contrast to Experiments 1 and 2, the
targets were embedded in passages during the test phase (see Appendix A).
For four test passages, segmenting the target from the container would leave
a possible word as a residue (i.e., rest in ‘‘unrest’’), whereas for the other
four test passages, the residue would constitute an impossible word (i.e., rest
in ‘‘crest’’). For each of the context possibility conditions, each of the four
familiarization words occurred in one passage. Thus for any infant, the two
target words heard during familiarization were each present inside longer
words in one of the test passages, while the other two passages contained
novel words embedded inside longer words. It is worth noting that the word
containing the target was never repeated; rather, it varied from sentence to
sentence in the passages. The mean length of the test passages that included
targets and impossible words as residues was 22.45 s (range ¼ 22.23–22.67).
The mean length of test passages that included targets and possible words as
residues was 22.33 s (range ¼ 22.00–22.53). All stimuli were produced in an
infant-directed manner by the same female from New York City who had
recorded the stimuli in the previous experiments.
4.1.3. Design
Infants were randomly assigned to one of two familiarization conditions.
Half of the infants were familiarized with rise and lay and half were familiarized with rest and low. Half of the infants were assigned to the ‘‘impossible’’ condition, where segmenting the target from the container left an
impossible word as residue. The remaining infants were assigned to the
‘‘possible’’ condition where segmenting the target left a possible word as residue. In each condition, the four diﬀerent passages included one of the four
target words—rise, lay, rest, and low—embedded within longer words.
4.1.4. Procedure, apparatus
The procedure and apparatus were identical to those in Experiment 1.
The only diﬀerence was the use of passages rather than word lists during
the test phase.
4.2. Results and discussion
Mean orientation times to the two types of test passages (familiar and unfamiliar) in the Possible and Impossible conditions are shown in Fig. 3. In
the Impossible condition, six of 20 participants had longer orientations towards the targets containing familiar items. In the Possible condition, 18 out
of 20 participants had longer orientations towards the targets containing familiar items. The ANOVA again revealed no signiﬁcant main eﬀect of
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Fig. 3. Mean listening times of infants in Experiment 3 to the passages with familiar and unfamiliar target words embedded at the end of longer words. The longer words were bisyllables for
the Possible context and monosyllables for the Impossible context.

Context Possibility, F < 1. As in Experiment 1, there was a signiﬁcant main
eﬀect of Familiarity, F ð1; 38Þ ¼ 4:69, p < :05 and a signiﬁcant interaction
between Context Possibility and Familiarity, F ð1; 38Þ ¼ 6:97, p < :05. Post
hoc t tests revealed a signiﬁcant eﬀect of Familiarity for Possible contexts
(t½19 ¼ 3:12, p < :01), but not for Impossible contexts (t < 1).
These results suggest that even when infants are tested on ﬂuent speech
passages, they segment targets from their containers in accordance with
what is predicted if they follow the PWC. Hence, like the ﬁndings of Experiment 1, the present ﬁndings lend support to the view that 12-month-olds
observe the PWC in segmenting words. However, as with the comparison
of Experiment 1 with Experiment 2, it is not necessarily the case that infants
will show the same response pattern when targets are embedded at the beginning of longer words as when targets are embedded at the end of longer
words. This issue is tested in the following experiment.

5. Experiment 4
The following experiment is identical to Experiment 3 in all but one respect, namely, the locus of the targets. As in Experiment 2, the familiarized
targets were located at the beginning of the longer words (win in ‘‘wind’’ or
‘‘window’’). If infants fail to observe the PWC, then it would appear that the
results of Experiment 2 were not simply due to the format in which the stimuli were presented, i.e., as a list or in a passage. However, if 12-month-olds
truly observe the PWC regardless of target location, then they should listen
signiﬁcantly longer to test passages for which the segmentation of targets
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from their containers leaves residues that are possible, as opposed to impossible, words.
5.1. Method
5.1.1. Participants
Forty infants (18 males, 22 females) were recruited from monolingual,
English-speaking homes in the Baltimore, MD region. The infants were approximately 12 months old, with a mean age of 369 days (range ¼ 355–381
days). The data from ﬁve additional infants were not included for the following reasons: crying (2), parental interference (2), or average looking
times less than 3 s during the test phase (1). The parents of all participants
gave informed consent.
5.1.2. Stimuli
The familiarization items consisted of four lists (mean length ¼ 15.94 s;
range ¼ 15.78–16.07 s). Each list contained 15 repetitions of a single monosyllabic word: well, may, win, or rye. As in Experiment 3, the targets were
embedded in passages rather than lists (see Appendix A). The containers
were words with the familiarized targets embedded within them (i.e., win
in ‘‘wind’’). For four of the test passages, segmenting the target from the
containers would leave a possible word as a residue (i.e., win in ‘‘window’’).
For the other four passages, segmenting the target from the container left an
impossible word as a residue (i.e., win in ‘‘wind’’). Once again, the containers
for the target varied from sentence to sentence in the test passages. The
mean length of the test passages with targets and impossible words as residues was 20.03 s (range ¼ 19.56–20.47). The mean length of passages with
targets and possible words as residues was 19.8 s (range ¼ 19.41–20.03).
All stimuli were produced in an infant-directed manner by the same female
from New York who had recorded the stimuli from the previous experiments.
5.1.3. Design
Infants were randomly assigned to one of two familiarization conditions.
Half of the infants were familiarized with well and may and the other half
with win and rye. Half of the infants were assigned to the ‘‘impossible’’ condition, where segmenting the target from the container left an impossible
word as a residue. The other infants were assigned to the ‘‘possible’’ condition, where segmenting the target left a possible word as a residue. In each
condition, the four diﬀerent passages included one of the four target words—
well, may, win, and rye—embedded within longer words.
5.1.4. Procedure, apparatus
The procedure and apparatus were identical to those in Experiment 3.
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5.2. Results and discussion
Mean orientation times to the two types of test lists (familiar and unfamiliar) in the Possible and Impossible conditions are shown in Fig. 4. In the Impossible condition, nine of 20 participants had longer orientations towards the
targets containing familiar items. In the Possible condition, 15 of 20 participants had longer orientations towards the targets containing familiar items.
The ANOVA revealed once again no signiﬁcant main eﬀect of Context Possibility, F < 1. As in Experiments 1 and 3, there was a signiﬁcant main eﬀect of
Familiarity, F ð1; 38Þ ¼ 4:06, p < :05 and a signiﬁcant interaction between
Context Possibility and Familiarity, F ð1; 38Þ ¼ 7:39, p < :01. Again the post
hoc t tests revealed a signiﬁcant eﬀect of Familiarity for Possible contexts
(t½19 ¼ 4:48, p < :001), but no such eﬀect for Impossible contexts (t < 1).
In contrast to the results of Experiment 2, these results indicate that 12month-olds do seem to observe the PWC when targets are embedded at the
beginning of a longer word. The major diﬀerence between these two experiments concerned the format in which the information was presented (i.e.,
lists in Experiment 2 and ﬂuent speech passages in Experiment 4). One
might, therefore, argue that infants engage the PWC when detecting targets
in ﬂuent speech but do not engage segmentation processes to the same extent
in lists. However, this does not explain why infants observed the PWC in
Experiment 1 but not in Experiment 2 given that the test stimuli were presented in lists in both experiments. The answer must thus lie also in the position of the target relative to its container. Only when test items are
presented in lists, and with initially embedded targets, do we fail to observe
a signiﬁcant eﬀect of the PWC. However, we decided to further test the robustness of the Experiment 2 result, in case it should prove to be due to

Fig. 4. Mean listening times of infants in Experiment 4 to the passages with familiar and unfamiliar target words embedded at the beginning of longer words. The longer words were bisyllables for the Possible context and monosyllables for the Impossible context.
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some experiment-speciﬁc artifact. For instance, the talker might accidentally
have produced the nonsense containers of Experiment 2 less ﬂuently than
the real word containers of Experiment 4, thus inadvertently providing juncture information at the oﬀset of the target which would obviate the need for
segmentation. In Experiment 5, then, we replicated Experiment 2 with the
real-word materials of Experiment 4.

6. Experiment 5
The present experiment used the same real-word containers as in Experiment 4; but instead of appearing in ﬂuent speech passages, the containers
were presented in test lists, as in Experiment 2.
6.1. Method
6.1.1. Participants
Thirty-two infants (19 males, 13 females) were recruited from monolingual, English-speaking homes in the Baltimore, MD region. The infants
were approximately 12 months old, with a mean age of 367 days
(range ¼ 352–389 days). The data from six additional infants were not included for the following reasons: crying (3), parental interference (1), or average looking times less than 3 s during the test phase (2). The parents of all
participants gave informed consent.
6.1.2. Stimuli
The familiarization items consisted of four lists (mean length ¼ 14.73 s;
range ¼ 14.58–14.84 s). Each list contained 15 repetitions of a single monosyllabic word: well, may, win, or rye. As in Experiments 1 and 2, the targets
were embedded in test lists (see Appendix A). Containers were items with
targets embedded within them (i.e., well in ‘‘welt’’). Containers never occurred in immediate succession on the test lists. Once again, half of the test
lists included containers with targets in ‘‘impossible’’ positions (i.e., may in
‘‘mail’’), the other half had containers with targets in ‘‘possible’’ positions
(i.e., well in ‘‘welter’’). The mean length of the test lists with the targets in
‘‘impossible’’ positions was 14.0 s (range ¼ 13.94–14.03). The mean length
of test lists with the targets in ‘‘possible’’ positions was 15.09 s
(range ¼ 15.03–15.15). Because the talker who had recorded the stimuli for
the previous experiments was no longer available, the new stimuli were produced in an infant-directed manner by a female from Buﬀalo, New York.
6.1.3. Design
Infants were randomly assigned to one of two familiarization conditions.
Half of the infants were familiarized with well and may and the other half
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were familiarized with win and rye. During the test phase, for each pair of
familiarization words, half of the infants heard four test lists with ‘‘impossible’’ targets, whereas the other half heard four test lists with ‘‘possible’’
targets. Each test list included one of the target words—well, may, win,
and rye—embedded within longer words.
6.1.4. Procedure, apparatus
The procedure and apparatus were identical to those in Experiment 1.
6.2. Results and discussion
Mean orientation times to the two types of test lists (familiar and unfamiliar) in the Possible and Impossible conditions are shown in Fig. 5. In
the Impossible condition, seven of 16 participants had longer orientations
towards the targets containing familiar items. In the Possible condition,
six of 16 participants had longer orientations towards the targets containing
familiar items. The ANOVA revealed no signiﬁcant main eﬀect of Context
Possibility, F < 1. In contrast to Experiment 2, there was also no signiﬁcant
main eﬀect of Familiarity, F < 1. Most importantly, the interaction between
Context Possibility and Familiarity did not approach statistical signiﬁcance,
F < 1, and separate t tests for each context condition were likewise insignificant (both t < 1).
The lack of a signiﬁcant Familiarity eﬀect in the present experiment was
surprising, since this eﬀect had appeared in all previous experiments, including Experiment 2. To check for possible diﬀerences in how infants had responded to the targets in that experiment and the present one, we

Fig. 5. Mean listening times of infants in Experiment 5 to the test lists with familiar and unfamiliar target words embedded at the beginning of longer words. The longer words were bisyllables for the Possible context and monosyllables for the Impossible context.
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conducted an omnibus ANOVA combining the data from both experiments.
None of the main eﬀects of Experiment (F < 1), Context Possibility (F < 1),
or Familiarity (F ½1; 61 ¼ 2:17, p > :1) was signiﬁcant, and nor were the interactions of Familiarity with Experiment (F ½1; 61 ¼ 3:32, p > :05) and with
Context Possibility (F ½1; 61 ¼ 2:98, p > :05). Hence, there is no evidence
that infants in Experiment 5 behaved diﬀerently than those in Experiment 2.
In two experiments, then, infants failed to observe the PWC when familiarized items were located at the beginning of longer words presented in lists.
Of course, the experiments diﬀer in that the statistical reversal of the PWC in
Experiment 2 was not replicated in Experiment 5. We have no deﬁnitive explanation for why the eﬀect reversed in Experiment 2, although we cannot
rule out some as yet unknown aspect of our materials selection. However,
we doubt that the impossible contexts in Experiment 2 were simply less perceptible than those in Experiment 5, given that the list duration was if anything rather longer in Experiment 2. We noted that only Experiment 5
contained target words with CV structure, which might in principle be harder to extract from a following context than CVC words (which was the structure of all four words in Experiment 2). In this case Experiment 5 might
show diﬀerent results for the target words rye and may (with CV structure)
versus for well and win (with CVC structure). Therefore, we conducted a
post hoc analysis comparing the results for the CV versus the CVC subsets;
there was no signiﬁcant diﬀerence in looking time between the two subsets
and no interaction of target word structure with Familiarity.
However, the result of Experiment 5 deﬁnitely suggests that whether or
not infants observe the PWC with initially embedded targets is a function
of the kinds of materials used (i.e., lists versus passages). Experiment 2
was not anomalous and its results were not purely due to some artifact of
the materials. The failure of PWC eﬀects to show up in experiments using
list presentation with initially embedded targets is replicable; infants are
more likely to show eﬀects of the PWC with such items when they are presented in ﬂuent speech passages.

7. General discussion
Lexical viability constrains the segmentation of speech input even for listeners who are not yet in a position to make full use of a lexicon. Our study
has clearly shown that the Possible Word Constraint plays a role in segmentation of speech by infant listeners, just as it constrains speech segmentation
by adult listeners. At issue in the present ﬁve experiments were the abilities
of 12-month-olds to detect the occurrence of familiarized target words embedded within longer words. The critical variables that were manipulated
throughout the experiments concerned the types of contexts in which targets
were embedded and the positioning of the targets within these contexts. Spe-
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ciﬁcally, we examined whether targets would be easier to ﬁnd when the residual context constituted lexically viable chunks (i.e., possible words). Our
results conﬁrmed that this was the case, at least in those contexts in which
segmentation abilities are most called upon.
The test materials for Experiments 1 and 2 consisted of lists of either
monosyllabic or bisyllabic words. In Experiment 1, the target words occurred at the end of the longer words (e.g., rush in ‘‘prush’’ or ‘‘niprush’’).
In line with the PWC, infants were better able to segment the targets from
the latter context than the former. However, in Experiment 2, when the targets occurred at the beginning of the longer words, segmentation was no
better for the targets inside bisyllables than for targets inside monosyllables.
We argue that the format of the materials, as lists of words, aﬀected the extent to which the PWC had scope for application in this experiment. In Experiments 3 and 4, we explored infantsÕ ability to segment the targets from
monosyllabic and bisyllabic longer words in ﬂuent speech passages. The results of these experiments indicated that, regardless of whether the targets
were embedded at the ends (Experiment 3) or beginnings of words (Experiment 4), infants were better able to detect the targets in the bisyllabic words.
Finally, to determine the robustness of the diﬀerent result in Experiment 2,
Experiment 5 replicated that design, but with the targets inside real words.
We obtained the same pattern of results as in Experiment 2, suggesting that
the PWC is indeed less helpful with following contexts in word lists. Instead,
it is most useful in ﬂuent speech contexts and with preceding contexts—
situations which may be said to make heavier demands on segmentation
abilities.
Word recognition and word segmentation are intimately related. Fluent
speech is continuous (i.e., without clear pauses between words). Yet understanding requires that speech be mapped to lexical entries. Adult listeners
can rely to a considerable extent on processes of automatic lexical activation
and inter-word competition. But there are also other sources of information
which point to locations in the signal that could correspond to the onsets or
oﬀsets of distinct words and thereby contribute to the activation of lexical
candidates. These types of information (prosodic stress, phonotactics, context-sensitive allophones, and so on) are all exploited eﬃciently by adult listeners. And infants within the ﬁrst year of life likewise exploit prosodic
information (Jusczyk et al., 1999b), phonotactic sequence constraints (Mattys et al., 1999; Mattys & Jusczyk, 2001), context-sensitive allophones (Jusczyk et al., 1999a), and even statistical cues to word boundaries (Saﬀran,
Aslin, & Newport, 1996) and talker-speciﬁc idiosyncasies (Houston, 1999;
Nazzi, Jusczyk, & Johnson, 2000). All of these types of information can
be learned from experience with language input and all can help with the
problem of segmenting words from context.
The PWC is a further constraint that can help with this problem.
The PWC reduces the number of lexical candidates to be considered by
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penalizing any parse (and the lexical candidates associated with it) which
leaves a residue that cannot stand as a possible word. The results of Cutler
et al. (2002) and Norris et al. (2001), described in Section 1, suggest that the
PWC is independent of language-speciﬁc vocabularies, and hence putatively
universal across languages. A procedure which requires no prior knowledge
of a particular language is arguably even more useful for segmenting new
words from ﬂuent speech contexts than the vocabulary-dependent procedures (such as use of phonotactic sequence constraints, or of the prosodic
characteristics of words) which we know can be acquired in infancy. A universal constraint can help acquire whatever language might be presented in
the environment, from the earliest exposure onwards. It can, for instance,
minimize unhelpful false-alarm candidacy of accidentally recurring strings
in the input (such as bl- in ‘‘black and blue’’).
The ﬁve experiments presented in this paper provide support for the proposal that English-learning 12-month-olds indeed rely on the PWC in parsing speech. Experiments 1 and 3 indicated that when target words are
embedded at the end of longer words, infants were better able to recognize
the targets when segmenting them left residues that are possible (e.g., rest in
‘‘unrest’’) as opposed to impossible words (e.g., rest in ‘‘crest’’). Similarly, in
Experiment 4, which used ﬂuent speech passages, infants were better able to
detect target words embedded at the beginning of longer words when segmenting them left residues that are possible as opposed to impossible words.
The cases for which there was no indication that infants observed the PWC
(Experiments 2 and 5) both involved the segmentation of target words embedded in longer words, when the test items were presented in the form of
lists. Contrary to our original predictions, infants did not use the PWC to
recognize words embedded at the beginning of longer words (e.g., win in
‘‘wind’’ or ‘‘window’’). However, the list materials of Experiments 2 and 5
may not have provided adequate scope for infants to exploit the operation
of the PWC.
As we pointed out above, adult speech perception also shows weaker
PWC eﬀects with initially embedded than with ﬁnally embedded words
when the containers are presented in isolation. In Norris et al.Õs (1997) original study, responses to bisyllabic words (e.g., sugar) were in fact in one
of their experiments fractionally slower in possible following contexts
(‘‘sugarthig’’) than in impossible following contexts (‘‘sugarth’’). Vroomen
and de Gelder (1997) likewise reported cross-modal priming eﬀects from
embedded words with following impossible contexts (such as bell in
‘‘belk’’—although note that their experiment was actually carried out in
Dutch), but no such eﬀects—i.e., no eﬀective activation—of embedded
words with preceding impossible contexts (such as wine in ‘‘dwine’’). In
Norris et al.Õs computational simulations, in which activation of word candidates in the Shortlist model was halved if an impossible residue would be
stranded, the level of activation of ﬁnally embedded words was lowered by
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competition from words activated by the preceding context (fat, etc. in the
case of ‘‘fapple’’). Once halved, this activation thus became very low indeed. For initially embedded words, on the other hand, the activation
reached a high level before arrival of the impossible context; halving still
left it higher than activation of the ﬁnally embedded words, and thus Norris et al.Õs simulations correctly captured the response pattern from the experiments.
Infant speech perception is less troubled by competition. But as our
study has shown, infant speech perception exhibits the same asymmetry
of initially versus ﬁnally embedded words when the containers are presented in isolation. We suggest that here too it is the degree of activation
of the word form which is crucial—preceded by a pause, a word can be
clearly perceived and its form activated in memory to a level which is reasonably resistant to subsequent inhibition by the PWC when an impossible
context follows. When an impossible context precedes the word, however,
the activation of its form can be immediately inhibited by the PWC because it will be obvious from the outset that the resulting residue would
be unacceptable.
In continuous speech, our infant subjects found both initially and ﬁnally
embedded words signiﬁcantly harder to recognize in impossible contexts.
This suggests that the processing of the context as a whole delayed activation of the initially embedded word compared with the case where the word
was preceded by a pause; this delay allowed the PWC to come into operation as eﬀectively as with ﬁnally embedded words. Note that no adult study
has so far investigated the PWCÕs operation in continuous speech; it would
be interesting to observe whether in adults, too, the asymmetry between initially versus ﬁnally embedded words would disappear under such conditions.
The form of the PWC is simple: parse speech into chunks such that
each chunk contains at least one vowel. Thus, any word candidate should
be rejected if accepting it would leave a vowel-less residue. Since vowels
can potentially be identiﬁed by a quite primitive mechanism, the PWC
in this form could be acquired on the basis of the very earliest exposure
to speech. The eﬀect of a vowel-based constraint is to allow only chunks
which are minimally a syllable in length, since the deﬁning characteristic
of a syllable is that it must contain a vowel (though it may optionally also
contain consonants around this obligatory vowel nucleus). Across languages, the smallest acceptable stand-alone word is a syllable. As we
pointed out above, this does not mean that any syllable can be a word
in any language. Many languages have severe restrictions on what may
be a stand-alone word—thus English accepts no monosyllables ending with
short full vowels as stand-alone words, and Sesotho allows no stand-alone
monosyllables at all. But every syllable can be a word in some language,
somewhere. Thus the PWC allows only chunks which are, universally,
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possible words. In this respect the PWC could be particularly useful in
early vocabulary acquisition.
Note that there is other evidence that infants are sensitive to syllables but
not to vowel-less strings, and even that such sensitivity is in place at birth.
Thus neonates will suck more strongly given a signal which activates a recording of their motherÕs voice than given a signal which precedes silence,
and the three-phoneme syllables pat, tap work as discriminably separate signals in this paradigm, whereas the three-phoneme nonsyllables pst, tsp do
not (Moon, Bever, & Fifer, 1992). Mehler, Dupoux, and Segui (1990) indeed
proposed a model of infant speech perception in which syllables are the basic building blocks from which a lexicon is constructed. However, it is hard
to justify such a model given that it would presumably apply only to infant
vocabulary acquisition. Because syllabic structure varies widely across languages and many languages do not have easily perceptible syllable boundaries, syllabic segmentation of speech would be impracticable universally;
apart from this, there is now abundant evidence that speech processing in
adulthood is truly continuous, without intermediate recoding into units such
as syllables (Cutler & Otake, 2002; Marslen-Wilson & Warren, 1994; McQueen, Norris, & Cutler, 1999). Postulating a level of representation to obtain
in infancy only is not parsimonious.
As Cutler, McQueen, Norris, and Somejuan (2001) observed, the PWC
goes a step further than any syllabically based hypothesis in accounting
for the special status of the syllable in perception. It oﬀers a rationale for
this status. Syllables are acceptable chunks into which speech can be parsed,
precisely because they are lexically viable in a way that vowel-less chunks are
not. In this way both infant and adult speech perception can be seen to be
driven primarily by the goal of deriving lexical meaning from speech.
Like adults, 12-month-old infants disfavor parses that posit single consonants as candidate words. Thus, as our ﬁndings have indicated, they can
more readily detect a monosyllabic target embedded within a bisyllabic
word than the same target within a longer monosyllabic word. In other
words, infants observe the PWC when parsing words from ﬂuent speech,
just as adult listeners, in experiments with many languages, have been shown
to do. The fact that infants without a well-stocked lexicon can make use of
the PWC suggests that this constraint, which appears to have a universally
constant implementation, may have its roots in the initial process of acquiring a vocabulary.
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Appendix A. Stimulus materials
A.1. Experiment 1
rush in impossible context: hp, h±, k±v, bIf, p±, mf, plEv, g±,
jEh, t±, mat, klIv, d±, glEf, k±
win in impossible context: mh, twIn, tg, hiv, kld, dwIn, f±ip, hwIn,
t±Iv, kwIn, mv, gwIn, Ek, glm, swIn
lop in impossible context: plAp, hIg, flAp, ib, d±v, tn, glAp, wf,
ﬁz, blAp, glEv, k±z, klAp, lt, slAp
rack in impossible context: ±k, stv, nIg, b±k, plf, ft, f±k,
fEp, p±Em, t±k, tv, g±k, Ig, tIm, p±k
rush in possible context: hplAt, nIp±, k±vbAp, bIfmAt, sg±,
mf±It, plEvtEp, bEt±, jEhn, hEh±, mAtbAs, klIvpAt, ad±,
glEfzEm, pAk±
win in possible context: mhgt, mtwIn, tgput, hIvtIn, kldmIk,
hudwIn, f±Ip±Ik, nEhwIn, t±IvnAt, sEkwIn, mvbAt, zgwIn, eksIt,
glmtIv, pswIn
lop in possible context: mEplAt, hIg±v, hflAp, IblAt, d±vpAn,
tntIk, ﬁIglAp, wfng, ﬁzlIt, nblAp, glEvnik, k±ztIn,
zklAp, ltms, fslAp
rack in possible context: gAp±k, stvnIk, nIg±It, mIf±k, plftIp,
ftkt, zEg±k, fEptIs, p±EmtIk, nt±k, tvtIn, tIb±k,
igbAp, tImtIl, s±k
A.2. Experiment 2
dull in impossible context: hp, dulf, k±v, bIh, dulp, mf, plEv,
duls, jEh, dult, mat, klIv, dul, glEf, dulk
fill in impossible context: fIlh, hIg, fIlp, ib, d±v, tun, fIlk, wAf,
ﬁz, fIl, glEv, k±z, fIlt, lt, fIls
moss in impossible context: mAsk, stv, nIg, mAsp, plf, vt, mAst,
fEp, prEm, mAsk, tuv, mAsp, ig, tIm, mAst
tan in impossible context: nh, tns, tg, hIv, kld, tnt, f±Ip,
tnt, t±Iv, tns, mv, tnt, ek, glam, tnt
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dull in possible context: dulpIk, hIg±v, dulEn, IblAt, d±vpAn,
tntIk, dultAp, wfng, ﬁzlIt, dulft, glEvnIk, kztIn,
dulsIm, ltms, dulkEf
fill in possible context: hplAt, fIlhEk, k±vbAp, bIhmAt, fIlsAp,
mf±It, plEvtEp, fIlm, jEhn, fIlpIt, mAtbAs, klIvpAt, fIlkEs,
glEfzEm, fIltAf
moss in possible context: mAskIv, stvnIk, nIg±It, mAstEb, plftIp,
vtkt, mAspn, fEptIs, p±EmtIk, mAskIv, tuv±In, mAstEb, igbAp,
timtIl, mAspn
tan in possible context: nhgt, tnEl, tgput, hIvtIn, kldmIk,
tntup, f±Ip±Ik, tnsm, t±IvnAt, tnEl, mvbAt, tntup, EksIt,
glmtIv, tnsm
A.3. Experiment 3
low in impossible context: That slow turtle claims to have beaten the speedy hare in a race. Mr. Matt Plo did not take the news of his defeat very well.
The unexpected blow to his ego was a real shock to him. I put the star
shaped sticker on the ceiling and watched it glow. The shy winner quailed
at the huge ﬂow of racing enthusiasts.
rest in impossible context: The proud young robin puﬀed out its vivid
scarlet breast and sang. Our uniforms were taken to the dry cleanerÕs to
be cleaned and pressed. The little bird with the odd crest really drew
our attention. We had dressed warmly for our weekend hiking trip in
the mountains. Our guide had stressed the importance of bringing plenty
of water.
lay in impossible context: At harvest time we worked alongside the farmers that ﬂay the wheat. I think we all felt that the ﬁrst play we saw was simply riveting. Afterwards we made all sorts of silly creatures with the bright
clay. Her hair would splay across her shoulders whenever she brushed it. A
white sleigh carried the exuberant actors oﬀ of the stage.
rise in impossible context: Some fresh hot fries would taste wonderful with
a chocolate milkshake. I found a wonderful prize in my box of caramel popcorn. Sun dries our laundry as quickly as any machine can do it. Our most
recent announcements were met with happy shouts and cries. Every parent
tries to teach their children good eating habits.
low in possible context: My boss granted me the furlough I spent in the
Great Lakes Region. In Buﬀalo there is a gigantic grocery store called WegmanÕs. I say hello to the friendly stock boy every time I go there. Its often
below zero degrees up there near Canada. The tall willow I like parking under shelters my car from the snow.
rest in possible context: The warm breeze caressed us as we neared the
summit that afternoon. We progressed on schedule until we saw the wild
billy goats. Our presence caused some unrest when the herd leader spotted
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us watching. The new bulb I put in our aquarium hood ﬂuoresced brightly.
Now I am saving my nickels and dimes to vacation in Bucharest.
lay in possible context: They should relay the message to our parents in
the countryside. During the winter we go to our private chalet to relax.
We were expecting the delay to put us a bit behind schedule. I will mislay
the directions if I am not terribly careful. The skilled dentist carefully repaired the milkmanÕs gold inlay.
rise in possible context: A surprise awaited us once we reached the top of
the steep hill. We had to be up by sunrise in order to hear the birds sing.
Problems arise when I try to read a compass before breakfast. I was overwhelmed by the detailed map I had to memorize. They will authorize another hiking adventure next summer.
A.4. Experiment 4
well in impossible context: We wonÕt welt in the sun because they made a
lemonade stand. The folks who donated money for the swings have great
wealth. They always bring their cute Welsh Terriers when they visit us.
The construction workers must weld together the metal frame. A boy playing in the sand found the remains of a white whelk.
win in impossible context: The cold wind caused icicles to form along
the rooftop edge. Every time we reached the top of the big green hill I
would wince. The ﬁrst team to reach the summit and get the puzzle assembled wins a prize. We dragged a heavy toolbox and winch through
the obstacle course. Whoever lost would not cry and whinge much because it was fun.
rye in impossible context: Our inherent right to travel in space is often denied. I envy the astronauts that ride to the big yellow moon. I have heard
that it is made of cheese and somewhat rife with holes. If the entire place
is made of food it must smell quite ripe. Their space shuttles will go over
that rise in the distance.
may in impossible context: The old mate living on the ship never recycles
his cans. The weekend maid told me that she was a bit surprised by this. It
would make her wonder if the old man cared about the sea. Next time I get a
chance I will have to send mail to her. She seems happiest when riding her
horse with the tattered mane.
well in possible context: That welder is putting together our brand new
monkey bars. A short Welsher fellow raised the money for the new playground. My teacher said he is quite wealthy but usually cheap. The mayorÕs
attendance at the ground breaking will cause a great welter. My best friend
will arrive early because she must welcome him.
win in possible context: The last time we visited Windsor it was rather
chilly out. Even though the weather was nippy we all avoided whingeing.
A bald winsome fellow was jogging in shorts and a t-shirt. Travelling in
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the fall and winter is easiest for us. We watched the parade from that incredibly grand window.
rye in possible context: If you look towards the stage you can see the pilot
rising now. He was such a great writer even before he learned to ﬂy planes. I
guess when a man practices so much his skills must ripen. In a small jet the
unfortunate rider has little space. The bright riﬂe case he had was just a toy
made out of plastic.
may in possible context: The card mailer wrote to let us know it would
rain cats and dogs. So the highly anticipated maiden voyage was postponed.
The party we have planned will surely lead to shipyard mania. The crew
chief encouraged making this celebration a big deal. The bird mated and
raised its chicks in a nest below the bridge.
A.5. Experiment 5
well in impossible context: can, welt, dab, wealth, sing, broom, weld, tote,
whelk, soul, pop, welsh.
win in impossible context: tame, wind, belt, whinge, stall, lap, wins, ten,
winch, monk, wince, land.
rye in impossible context: paint, right, sub, ride, zone, pot, rife, beg, ripe,
board, gem, rise.
may in impossible context: bike, mate, leaves, maid, grand, bell, make,
tart, mail, craft, mane, mutt.
well in possible context: candle, welter, dabble, welsher, icing, broomstick,
wealthy, total, welder, solar, popcorn, welcome.
win in possible context: tamer, windsor, beltway, whingeing, stalwart, laptop, winsome, tension, winter, monkey, window, lantern.
rye in possible context; painter, writer, subject, rider, ozone, spotting, ripen, beggar, riﬂe, border, gemstone, rising.
may in possible context: bikerack, mated, leaves, maiden, grandeur, belfry, making, starting, mania, mutter, mailer, crafty.
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